The possibility of growing epitaxial structures consisting of lattice mismatched materials h a stimulated much interest in Si/Ge,~i~-, heterostructures. The strain produced by growing layers of these materials with large lattice mismatch (Si and Ge differ by 4 .2%) can be utilised in modulation doped structures to cause the conduction electrons to reside and travel in the Si layers, with much higher mobilities than would be experienced in the alloy layers1. Also, these materials have bandgaps which span the 1.30pm-1.55pm range2, promising applications for optical fibre communications. Despite the important technological possibilities there has been ccmparitively little theoretical work done on strained IV-IV structures compared to the lattice matched 111-V structures, apart from the works of Morrison et a13 and de Sterke and Hall4 which are concerned with ~e~. 2~~i~.~~(~i /~e~.~~i~.~) superlattices. In this paper a complex bandstructure matching method is used to calculate the confined states of a strained quantum well aligned in the (100) direction. Our matching technique5 is ideally suited to calculating energy states and wavefunctions of general low dimensional structures if the complex bandstructures of the constituent materials are known. In the present case the quantum well potential is introduced to the problem by imposing the appropriate offset between the barriers and the well regions. The wavefunction, at a particular energy, is expanded in the well and barrier regions in terms of the appropriate Bloch functions:
where the a, -are Bloch function expansion coefficients, the Wi are the bound state expansion coefficients and the set of wavevectors { k i ) includes evanescent and real -to experimental data to better than 5% in the Ge7. Similarly the variation of bandgaps with hydrostatic pressure is fitted to the experimental results to within 1% by taking into account the change in the size 0.020 -of the unit cell, no, and the variation in the crystal momentum p.
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Having obtained what amounts to
Width of Mll (A)
a Taylor expansion of the pseudopotential curve about the P P F for bulk. t o caIculate the bandstructure of any Ge,Sil-, alloy. The calculations gave the correct bandgaps to within 1.0% for both the bulk Si and Ge (1.lleV and 0.66eV respectively at 300K) and predict a crossover from a Si to a Ge-like bandgap at x = 0.86. This result agrees well with more involved self consistent virtual crystal approximation calculations which predict the crossover at x = 0.88' and with experimental results, x = 0.85= . It has been noted by other workers that the virtual crystal approximation may not be entirely appropriate for Ge-Si alloysg however, the agreement of the calculated crossover with experiment gives some extra confidence to the use of our method.
The same parameters describing the variations of the P P F with lattice constant were used to model the effects of strain on the Si well region. The Si experiences a tetragonal distortion, stretching in the lateral directions to take up the lattice constant of the unstrained Geo.~~Sio.76 and compressed in the (100) with UJ measured in numbers of unit cells, n is an integer and the Si minimum is 85% of the way towards the zone edge. Figure 2 shows the charge density function averaged over the face of a unit cell perpendicular to the (100) direction for one of the ground state pair and one of the excited state pair of the energy solutions for a well width of 16 monolayers or 43.lA-the partner wavefunctions are virtually identical, all showing the conventional envelope form. Additional investigation of the charge densities reveals more complicated structure than would be predicted by de Sterke and Hall's simple model. This appears to be analagous to the extra structure which has been shown to occur in the valence band of 111-V systems5."
In conclusion we have used our matching technique with realistic complex bandstructure -including the effects of alloying and strain-to calculate the energy levels of bound states in a strained ~e o .~5~i~. 7~/~i /~e~.~5 S i 0 . , 6 quantum well. Our results demonstrate that the EFA gives the correct form for the energy levels and their splittings in systems with indirect-gap constituents. However, initial calculations of the non-averaged charge densities indicate more structure than predicted by the EFA and consequently a more detailed analysis is in progress.
